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Why Russian inflection
is and isn't complex:
from A(ckerman and Malouf)
to Z(aliznjak)

Jeff Parker
Ohio State University, parker.642@osu.edu
9th Annual Meeting of the Slavic Linguistics Society Meeting, 9-20-2014

Why do we care about
morphological complexity?
Typologically languages vary in how many
morphosyntactic properties they express;
morphological systems can have a large number of
inflection classes, morphological distinguishers (e.g.
exponents) to express these properties
Paradigm Cell Filling Problem (Ackerman and Malouf 2013):
How do speakers learn and use all forms of words without
having encountered some (or many) of them?

Two (large scale) notions of complexity
Complexity as size:
Number of morphosyntactic properties
expressed (case, number, animacy,
definiteness)
Number of exponents (affixes)
Number of inflection classes
Amount of uncertainty (non-conditional entropy)

Two (large scale) notions of complexity
Complexity as internal organization:
How are inflection classes, exponents
organized
To what extent is the system transparent for
the user; if a speaker knows one form how
easily can he/she predict another?
How does this organization make (larger)
systems usable for speakers

Constraints on complexity
Recent work has focused on what, if any,
constraints exist for the size and
organization of inflectional systems
Carstairs-McCarthy:
Paradigm economy (1983), No-Blur Principle
(1994, 2010)

Ackerman and Malouf:
Low Entropy Conjecture (2013)

Stump and Finkel (2013)
Typological study of complexity measures

The Low Entropy Conjecture …
… is the hypothesis that [size]
morphological complexity is effectively
unrestricted, as long as the average
conditional entropy, a measure of
[organizational] complexity, is low.
i.e. the average uncertainty for a speaker
predicting one form from another will be low
no matter how large the size complexity of the
language

Inflectional complexity and the lexicon
Interpredictability within an inflectional system
requires learning/storing fewer forms to develop/use
the system
Lack of predictability with an inflectional system
requires learning/storing more forms to develop/use
the system
There is often an implicit assumption that ‘regular’
lexemes are taken care of by the inflectional system
and ‘irregular’ lexemes (or irregular aspects of some
lexemes) are stored in the lexicon
Has implications for complexity studies

What does Russian have to tell us?
Does the inflectional system of Russian invoke the
paradigm cell filling problem?
If so, what role does the organization of the system
have in allowing speakers to overcome it?
If not, what (if any) is the importance of inflectional
organization?
How does this inform our conceptualization of the
relationship between the lexicon and inflectional
system?

Ackerman and Malouf’s claim about Russian
“… this indicates that the implicational
structure of the Russian paradigm is much
less important for constraining the overall
average conditional entropy [than in
Chiquihuitlán Mazatec]. Nearly any random
mapping between the morphosyntactic
property sets and the resources for
exponence in Russian yields low entropy, so
there is no need for such languages to
rely on implicational organization.”
(2013:451, emphasis mine)

Assumptions
The ‘need’ for implicational structure to constrain
conditional entropy is dependent on the size of
the system
if the size is small enough there is no need for
implicational relations; speakers can learn all the
forms (or guessing them won’t be that difficult)

However
The size of the system is dependent on what we take
to be (systematically) morphological, i.e.more
morphological distinguishers leads to a larger sized
system

Morphological Distinguishers in Russian nouns
Inflection classes
Ackerman and Malouf use only
these two as a basis for calculating
Exponents
organizational complexity
Stem shape
Stress
Defectiveness
Additional Forms
Alternate classes/distinguishers

Inflection classes and exponents

Sub-inflection classes and exponents

‘city’

‘law’
Sg
zakon
Nom

Sg

Pl

Pl

zakony

Nom

gorod

goroda

Acc

zakon

zakony

Acc

gorod

goroda

Gen

zakona

zakonov

Gen

goroda

gorodov

Loc

zakone

zakonax

Loc

gorode

gorodax

Dat

zakonu

zakonam

Dat

gorodu

gorodam

Inst

zakonom

zakonami

Inst

gorodom

gorodami

Stem Shape
‘Slav’
‘father’
Sg
Pl
otec
otcy
Nom

Sg
slavjanin
Nom
Acc

slavjanina

slavjan

Acc

otca

otcov

Gen

slavjanina

slavjan

Gen

otca

otcov

Loc

slavjanine

slavjanax

Loc

otce

otcax

Dat

slavjaninu

slavjanam

Dat

otcu

otcam

Inst

slavjaninom

slavjanami

Inst

otcom

otcami

Pl
slavjane

Stress Patterns
Pattern A - stress on the stem in both
singular and plural

Brown, Dunstan, Greville Corbett, Norman Fraser, Andrew Hippisley, and Alan Timberlake. 1996.
“Russian Noun Stress and Network Morphology.” Linguistics 34 (19): 53–107.

Defectiveness
‘rake’
Sg
Pl
-grabli
Nom

‘praise’
Sg

Pl

Acc

--

grabli

Gen

--

grabel’

Nom

xvala

xvaly

Loc

--

grabljax

Acc

xvalu

xvaly

Dat

--

grabljam

Gen

xvaly

--

Inst

--

grablami

Loc

xvale

xvalax

Dat

xvale

xvalam

Inst

xvaloj

xvalami

Additional Forms

‘tea’
Sg

Pl

Nom

čaj

čai

Acc

čaj

čai

Gen

čaja

čaёv

Loc

čaje

čajax

Dat

čaju

čajam

Inst

čajem

čajami

Gen2

čaja

Loc2

čaju

Alternate distinguishers
(sub)inflection class:
the plural of štorm ‘storm’ can be štόrmy, e.g.
zakon ‘law’, or štormá, e.g. gorod ‘city’

stress (pattern):
tuz ‘ace’ can have fixed stress on the stem or
ending

animacy
prototip ‘prototype’ can be animate or
inanimate

How this affects our assessment of complexity
Including additional morphological distinguishers
will …
increase the size complexity of the system
increase the upper bound of the organizational
complexity
increase the number of inflection classes needed to
describe the system

Including additional morphological distinguishers
will possibly …
change/increase the internal organization complexity of
the system
increase the usefulness for implicational structure

Going beyond a four class system
The corpus:
Zaliznjak (1977) Grammatičeskij Slovar’
Russkogo Jazyka
~100,000 word types (actually 103,471)
Classified by part of speech, inflection class,
gender, aspect, etc.
44,644 morphological nouns
Each noun is indexed by gender, paradigm index,
stress pattern, stem alternations, plus a number of
other markings for types of ‘irregularities’
(defectiveness, additional forms, alternate
distinguishers, unpredictable unpatterned irregularity)

The goal for Zaliznjak
“For every word contained within it, a
complete grammatical dictionary should
indicate all the characteristics essential for
building grammatically correct phrases
containing the word.” (1977:3, translation
mine)

Size complexity
Ackerman and Malouf’s claim is dependent on
the assumption that the inflectional system is
fully represented with four inflection classes
75.65% of nouns fit cleanly into these four
classes (i.e. do not deviate from the exponent
set, do not have alternating stress, do not have
stem changes, do not have additional forms, are
not defective

Scope of effect for types of morphological
distinguishers

Stem is consistent throughout paradigm

Stem alternates depending on
morphosyntactic properties

•Note: speakers still must learn whether a lexeme is affected by a distinguisher;
for those affected the speaker must also learn how it is affected

Number of inflection classes
With all distinguishers (including irregularities
specified for individual words): 795
Removing ‘irregulars’; ignoring alternate
distinguishers: 200
Also ignoring additional forms and
defectiveness: 102
Also ignoring stem and stress: 11
A closer look
at these …

Number of word types per class
Number of classes: 200

0

5000

10000

15000

Total word types: ~44,500

Where does ‘regular’ end and ‘irregular’ begin?

Inflectional complexity and the lexicon
Many lexemes fit cleanly into the organizational system
Morphology does (most of) the work

Other lexemes exhibit more morphological alternation. It’s
impossible to get around storing some things, e.g. lexically
specific irregularities
Lexicon does (more of) the work

The boundary between regular and irregular is gradient
with a significant chunk of the lexicon somewhere in the
gray area
How much semi-regularity we build into the system
drastically changes the organizational complexity

Conclusions
Both size and organizational complexity are shaped
by our assumptions about what ‘counts’ as
morphological/systematic
Leaving out less regular aspects of the system may
decrease its size, but that does not necessarily
solve the paradigm cell filling problem
Everything left out of the system must be learned
independently!

Including all/more morphological distinguishers for
Russian requires more inflection classes (larger
size complexity); implicational structure plays a
more central role in using the system

Thank you.
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